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Macbeth
By MAGGIE MURPHY
Staff Writer

"Out, out damned spot," cries
Lady Macbeth as she attempts to
wash away the illusions any
blood stains on her hands of a
murder to which she was a
conspiring force. Lady Macbeth's
actions of a murderess and
conspirator exemplifies the
wickedness and evil that is
pervasive
in
William
Shakespeare's play Macbeth,
soon to take stage in McConnell
Auditorium, at 8 p.m., Feb. 28
and March 1, 7 and 8.
Macbeth, one of Shakespeare's
darkest tragedies, tells of a
Scottish nobleman corrupted by
ambition and evil. As the story
begins, Macbeth is confronted by
witches who predict his rise as
king of Scotland. Musing with the
idea of being king, Macbeth
begins to think it will come true
as the witch's prophecies become
reality. With the encouragement
of his wife, Macbeth murders
King Duncan and seizes the
throne of Scotland.
After comitting this murder,
Macbeth has no peace. He orders
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a taste of Shakespeare
the punishment of death to those
threatening his reign as king. By
this time, Macbeth has become a
hardened killer. At the end of the
play, Macbeth loses his
sovereignty and his life in battle.
Auditions for Macbeth took
place Jan. 14 and 15 under the
supervision of Dr. Richard
Leinaweaver, director of the play,
with 35 interested people to fill
the 30 roles. When asked if he
was looking for experience in his
actors, Leinaweaver, a veteran
director with plays as Candide,
West Side Story, and Amadeus
under his belt, responded
playfully, "Always. I'd cast
Laurence Olivier if he walked in
here ... or Meryl Streep, you bet."
But experience wasn't the only
quality Leinaweaver was see~ing
in his performers. "They have to
be able to speak Shakespeare's
language,'' he said. This is not an
easy task. "Shakespeare's
imagery is so rich and enjoyable
to speak and to hear once it is
done correctly." He added, "I
want to find actors who are able
to say those words ... to make that
music."

Speaking from experience,
Leinaweaver said the play is
depressing to work on. ·'The
whole ambience of the play is one
of thick, irrevocable evil.'' He
continued, "The witches are evil

and Lady Macbeth, by the time
she embraces these evil spirits,
turns Macbeth evil.'' The
depressing theme can have
Please see Macbeth page 10

State ed majors granted loans, .
Central receives largest ,share
By LIONEL G. CAMPOS
Staff Writer

Central' s proficiency in
preparing the state's new
teachers during the 1980s is
paying off. For this academic
year, the state legislature set
aside $300,000 for the mathscience student loans, of which
Central Washington University
received the largest share.
Fifteen
colleges
and
universities around the state
divided the $300,000 the state
provided and the $55,600 Central
received was the largest allocated
to any single institution. Central
received such a large portion
because of its leading position in
preparing new teachers.

Sixteen Central students have
already qualified for loans. The
loans will be repaid at nine
percent interest and will be
partially waived for each year a
recipient teaches math or science
in a Washington public
secondary school. After 10 years
of teaching the entire amount will
be ·'forgiven.''
Central still has a small portion
of the math-science loan fund
available. Math or science
education majors who are
Washington residents with
financial need and whose grade
point average is 3.0 or higher on a
scale of four point can apply by
contacting the office of financial
aid, Barge 209.
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EDITORIAL AND OPINION

Non-smo·kers deserve more seats
By SHARON CHASE
Editor

"Smoke gets in your eyes," the song goes.
And smoke gets in your hair and clothes. And, now we know
that second-hand smoke gets in our lungs too.
When was the last time you sat in the smoking section
because the non-smoking area was filled? It's time for a change
in the designated smoking areas for public use. The number of
non-smokers remains higher and should be reflected in seating
arrangements.
A quick telephone survey to five local restaurants indicates
that most have set aside nearly half of the seating capacity for
smoking. And in some cases twice as many as non-smoking. A
Gallup poll taken in 1983 and again in 1984 indicated that 35
percent of adult Americans smoke.
I realize it i.sn 't efficient to keep switching seating around in
public places, but trends would indicate that smoking is less
popular than in the past. The Surgeon General outlined a
scenario that has smokers fairly well isolated by the year 1995.
Several state and local governments have enacted laws, one
of the most comprehensive is Minnesota's 10-year-old Clean
Indoor Air Act. The law provides for not only designated
smoking areas, but goes on to stipulate, ·'where smoking is
designated, existing physical barriers and ventilation systems

What's the matter, don't you think I'm sexy?
shall be used to minimize the toxic effect of smoke in adjacent
non-smoking areas. ''
While the tobacco industry would like to hold on to the
illusion that smoking will always be
an American institution,
the facts speak for themselves. Don't believe it. .. you aren't the
Marlboro Man and you haven't come a long way, baby. Those
ad pitches should go ... up in smoke.

Reader tells media to stick with just the facts
To the editors:
I usually take Sharon Chase's
editorials with a grain of salt and
whatever other substance it takes
to choke them down. However, I
whole-heartedly agreed with her
column in the February 6th
issue.
I was deeply disturbed by the
Challenger accident, but I was
just as deeply disgusted at the
media trying to show us the

grieving families. All too many
times, a national figure has died,
and the media has been right
there to find out "how the widow
feels.'' Come on guys! People are
already feeling badly enough
without some knee-jerk from
some network poking their
camera into their life and asking
personal questions.
I also feel that it was uncalled
for to show us the class of Christa

McAuliff as they watched the
explosion. All that we need to
know is that the event happened,
and what is being done about it.
And then when the investigation
is over, what the results have
found. But that is it, period!
If a family member wants to tell
their story to the American
public, let them get the grief out
of their systems first, no matter
how long it takes. If they wish to

tell, let them decide when.
In conclusion, I'd like to ask the
American media to take a step
back, take a good look at itself,
and see if they like what is there.
Many of us have had more than
enough "media hype." Let's try
and stick with "just the facts
ma'am.''

Sincerely,
Kevin R. Wheeler

Pappas' comments termed 'totally unacceptable'
prepayment of 20 or 50 percent.
To the editors:
It seems to me that no matter
The tone of the articles that
what the proposed change, we
have appeared in The Observer
always
have it better than others.
on the possible full tuition
Give us some examples, not
prepayment strike a sensitive
feeble attempts at justification.
nerve in me. Aside from being
Pappas has also stated that
totally unacceptable, the
proposal is not half as offensive as , "student approval of the
proposed change is a matter of
is the utter arrogance of James
them becoming accustomed to
Pappas and his comments.
it" (The Observer, Dec. 5, 1985).
The $50 prepayment is not
What kind of statement was that
altogether without merit because
for
a college administrator to
it does aid the school in planning
make?
Who is he to decide what
for class size and book quantities,
our parents and ourselves
can
but full prepayment is out of the
I
afford, and when? Has Mr.
question. Mr. Pappas has said
Pappas lost sight of the idea that
that most schools ask for full

THE OBSERVER
The Observer, the official student
newspaper of Ce_n tral Washington
University, is a laboratory newspaper in
conjunction with the CWU Department of
Communications. All unsigned editorials
are the views of the majority of The
Observer editorial board. ·
Letters must be submitted by 5 p.m.
Friday the week prior to publication date.
Deliver letters to: Editor, The Observer,
CWU. Ellensburg, WA 98926.
Letters should be d.ouble-spaced,
typewritten and limited to two pages in
length. We reserve the right to edit them
for brevity.
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colleges are where the future of
this country lies? He seems
forgetful that we the students are
not here
to serve the
administration or to make their
job easier. As one of my
instructors put it so well, "You
are not here for me, I am here for
you.''
Why haven't students been
consulted before changing
registration and payment
pr.ocedures to see what would
best suit our needs? I see no
student benefit from full
prepayment and from the
comments of students in the

PhotograpJ;iy Editor
TJM PATRICK
Ad Production Manager
JILL PANKEY

have talked to, no one else does
either - except for Mr. Pappas
and other school officials who
give the plan "unanimous
approval.''
Maybe we should change Mr.
Pappas' title from Dean of
Admissions, to Dean of SelfImportance.

Sincerely
Kurt R. Selbert
Please see Letters page 10
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RHC budget to exceed $30,000
By PAT BAKER
Staff Writer

An unexpected boost in income
started Residence Hall Council
(RHC) off to a good year. A threey ear misunderstanding of
contract on vending machines
gave RHC $13,000 bringing its
annual budget to approximately
$34,000.
RHC Treasurer Dean Otey said
RHC would pay half the cost of
permanent fixtures for residence
halls, up to $400. "A lot of the
halls are buying televisions and
video cassette recorders,'' said
Otey.
According to RHC Vice Chair
Sue Sparks, the organization
spent $800 on a retreat Oct. 4-6.
Out of 51 representatives, 37
attended the function at Lazy F
Retreat Center to learn
organization and leadership
skills. ''The retreat was also
designed to help representatives
get to know each other and learn

Every residence hall has two
elected representatives for RHC
and one for the RHC funds
appropriations committee.
~ Everyone who lives in a dorm
~ belongs to the organization.
,Q
o
This year RHC will spend
~ $15,000 planning 400 partially
"a funded activities for residence
~ halls. Sparks said RHC has not
E been this involved in three years.
0
u
She said RHC representatives
~ have already participated in
functions sponsored by the
SUE SPARKS'-"' RHC Vice Chair Pacific and National Association
says RHC is unusually active of College and University
this year.
Residence Halls. Representatives
of Central won the most spirited
delegation award at the first
who we· are and what we do."
"Stability of officers and regional conference in November.
''The organization plans to
enthusiasm of . representatives"
has helped make RHC productive send three people to a National
this year, said Sparks. "The conference in May,'' said Otey,
officers work well together "and we plan to send 13 resident
striving for the same goals. We're staff members to a conference at
all hea~ed in the same direction,'' Washington State University.
later this quarter."
she said.

"The strength of the
organization is the reps
(representatives)," said Sparks.
She said the retreat and the
strong feelings they have for RHC
have contributed to this strength.
Otey attributes some of this
years success to good working
relations between RHC and the
ASCWU Board of Directors. He
said relations are especially good
this year since there are a few
staff members on BOD.
''The meetings are very relaxed
and informal.'' said Otey. If
anybody is interested in student
government but doesn't want to
get too involved, Otey says RHC
is the way to go.
RHC meetings are held every
other Wednesday at 7 p.m. in a
residence
hall.
The
appropriations committee meets
on alternating weeks in the SUB
Kachess room. For more
information, call the RHC office at
963-2024.

Speaker says socialism is the only way to go
By PERRI BIXLER
Staff Writer

"Socialism is inevitable, and
it's eventually · coming to the
United States,'' said B.J.
Mangaoang, chair of the
Washington State District of
Communist Party USA (CPUSA).
Mangaoang' s message was
presented in the SUB Pit last
Thursday.
According to Mangaoang,
CPUSA wants to defeat President
Reagan and Reaganomics .. The
Communists are against private
profit of capitalistic corporations.
They believe that capitalism is a
dog-eat-dog ideology.
"The problems of the
homeless, hungry and jobless are
caused by profits before people."
she said. "Feeding the ·
contractors and the military is

''The problems of the homeless, hungry and
. jobless are caused by· profits before people."
- B.J. Mangaoang

the cause of growing misery for
the lower and middle class.''
The constitution of CPUSA
says the party works to increase
the
class and socialist
consciousness and the political
independence of the working
class. The party strives for
peaceful expression of majority
will. Their philosophy is one for
all and all for one.
Major issues were addressed by
Mangaoang. She called the

Gramm-Rudman bill, which calls
for a balanced federal budget,
unconstitutional. the space
shuttle disaster. criminal
carelessness and neglect. and she
expressed her fears of nuclear
war.
''The Communist party has a
plan to eliminate all of Russia's
nuclear arms,". she said.
"Gorbachev and Reagan opened
the door for maneuvers at the
summit. But there needs to be a

world d 'e bate about the
Communists' plans. We must
pressure
our
politic al
representatives to press for·
elimination of our nuclear arms,''
Mangaoang said.
CPUSA link the current racism
attitudes to the hesitation to wage
the struggle for affirmative action
and complete equality. They
favor the Equal Rights
Amendment and comparable
worth.
While everyone may not
ultimately agree on the causes of
political, economic, and societal
problems, Mangaoang maintains
that it is the working class who
holds the power to change the
situation. According to her,
socialism is the only answer to
these problems.

Central question:
Are you happy with Central's smoking/non-smoking areas?

' 'The only place I'm concerned
about is Hogue Tech, Smoking is a
small problem compared to the
classes that produced other
harmful pollution. We have to walk
to another hall or stand outside in
the cold to smoke a cigarette.··

-Bruce Sulley, junior (smoker)

"I don't care if someone has to fire
up a 'dart' as long as I don 't have
to breathe it. ''

-Ron Balmer.
smoker)

senior (non-

"They don't affect me because it
doesn't bother me, I feel there are
enough smoking and non-smoking
areas on campus."

-Patty McLean,
smoker)

senior (non·

"Yes, I think there are enough
smoking areas,"

-Cindy Gunderman. senior
(smoker)

P

e
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ENTER THE NCTV "DID YOU SEE THAT?" CONTEST
IT'S FUN! IT'S EASY!
And you could win one of
12 Cash Prizes!
First Prize: $1500
Second Prize: $500
10 Third prizes: $100

THE OBJ;.;cr OF THE GAME:
Find the, 6 words that comRlete the phrase on the entry blank below.

HCW :'O PLAY:
Watch NCTV between F.ebrJOr/ 17 utld February. 28. Look for the 6 individual words,
flashed on the screen during all your favorite NCTV shows . Once you have found all
6 words, f1I! in the spaces to complete the winning phrase.

Central Washington University• M-Sa-10-12pm-Channel 12 KCWU

..

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~
~

------------ -

Moil to: Campus Network, 114 Fifth Ave. • New York, NY 10011

NC'IV "Did You See That?" Contest

Address

College/University _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Year in School.___________,--__
I think the phrase is:

THE __ _
OFFICIAL RULES :
1 All entries must be received by Moren 20. 1986 2 Wmners will be selected at random from all eligible ent11es received All p11ze winners
will be notified by moil No subs!i1u!1o!ls for p11ze offered Winners will be required to sign on olf1dovit of elig1b1lily and release 3 Winners
agree to allow the use of their name ond. or photo in sponsors· odverlts1ng and publtcity witr.out comp.:isot1on 4 All federal. stole and local
lows and regulations apply Taxes. 1f any. ore the respons1b11tty of winners 5 Sweepslokes open to residents of lhe US or students attending
college 1n the US who ore 18 years or olde1 Employees of Campus Network and Sotcorp. Inc their parent corporations subs1d1011e~
supplters. advertising and promotions agencies ore not eligible 6 For o fist of winners send o self addressed 5lamped envelo 1>e to
Winners List. Campus Network. 114 Fifth Avenue. N.Y. NY 10011 7 Void where prohibited by law

- ---------------•

I
I
I
I
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I
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Prof shares slice of comp.lex milita:ry ethics
his wife have relatives who
served as regular officers in the
Dr. Zoltan Kramar shared with Austria-Hungary military.
"Wars have ~een fought ever
an audience · some of his
sabbatical findings pn the · since our common ancestors
evolution of professional ethics in
the military. Kramar, a Central
history instructor, lectured Feb.
11 at the Grupe Conference
Center.
He spent last year on
sabbatical in Austria and
Hungary searching through
archives for
information ·
regarding professional ethics in
the military.
"It is a hallowed academic
tradition to have sabbatical leave
for professional interests,'' said
Kramar. ''Therefore one is honor
bound to render accounts of this
paid leave," which he did with
apparent enjoyment.
Kramar said his lecture
material was "a very thin slice of
a very much larger work. This
larger work is an attempt to write
the history of the development of SABBATICAL FINDINGS the modern military profession.'' Zoltan Kramar shared his
The Austrian-Hungarian research at a Feb. 11 lecture.
By SYMANTHA STEELMAN
Staff Writer

system was chosen for study, as
all of the Prussian systems grew
at the
same
time.
Its
extraordinarily
complex
organization
resembled
traditional military and among
the 19th century leading powers
it was the least like the United
States. Kramar also chose the
Austria-Hungarian system for
subjective reasons. Both he and

have first stood on their hind legs.
Therefore there were those who
led and those who followed. It
was those who led in war who
came to be called officers. But it
was not until the early 19th
century that these officers
embarked on a process which, by
the end of the century, turned
them into professionals," . said
Kramar. J3efore the 19th century ·

officers were aristocrats who
viewed war as a means to achieve
personal goals, or they were
military entrepeneurs, men who
viewed war as business and
engaged in it for profit.
It seems to have been believed .

Advice given to wait on
full tuition prepayment
The President's Advisory
Committee voted Tuesday to
recommend
full
tuition
prepayment npt be instituted. for
at least one full year, said
ASCWU President Jeff Morris at
the ASCWU Board of Directors'
Tuesday meeting.
Morris said the university
administration will stick with the
current $50 prepayment ·and fullpayment within six days after the
start of classes for at least the
next 12 months.
Dean of students Don ·Guy
opposed full prepayment,
according to Morris, because of
the
potential
"financial
hardship" it poses for students.
James Pappas, dean of
admissions, supported the
prepayment measure, said
Morris, because he wanted to
stop ''ghost registration'' to hold

1

EXERCISE PROGRAMS
FOR WOMEN ONLY

• Exercise Equipment
•Aerobics
• WolffTanningSystem

throughout history that the
officer cannot rule without skill,
imagination, and insight,
according to Kramar, and this
deeper understanding can only
be gained through a liberal
education.

classes and to get a ''greater
commitment" from students who
register for classes.
Morris said the way he
interprets it, "a bigger
commitment means a bigger dent
in students' pockets."
Morris said the president's
committee also voted to
recommend to the Board of
Trustees that Edison hall be
demolished. The committee felt
that the building had no
historical architectural value and
the cost of renovation was too
high, said Morris.
At a special BOD meeting last
Thursday, Dave Coon was
appointed to the ASCWU Director
at Large to Student Living post,
Coon. is-a candidate for ASCWU
President. His opponent is Marc
Johnson.

25¢ OFF

1

on
Espresso Coffees

II

925-1520 305 N. Pine

J

SALE ENDS
''PRESIDENTS' DAYS''
for SPRING/
FEB.22
SALE-SA·VE UP TO 50%
ON CAR AND PORTABLE STEREOS!!
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KRC 626 ($479) $349
KRC 4000 ($379) $279
KRC 2000 ($259) $189

KAC 7200 Power Amp ($219) $159
KGC 7400 Graphic Equalizer $159
($219}

ii _
,_·
I
I
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~;c;·

I

KFC 6970 {$109/pr) $59/pr

PROTON

-t$l-a7taP222 deck

, KFC 6990 ($219/pr) $129/pr
KFC 6980 I$179/pr) $105/pr

9';....-
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KENWOOD CAR SPEAKERS:

(~150)

$109

P250 deck ($300) $209

PLUS decks, amps, and speakers by

·NAKAMICHI ·CO~CEPT
·ADS·BOSTON/ACOUSTICS

Portable: ''Pe.r sonal'' Stereo//
TOO MANY MODELS
AIW~
TO LIST!!

AS FAR AS YOU CAN GO

ALL THE FEATURES YOU WANT!
''Boomers''
"Personal"
CS\iV40 ($240) $199

HSJ110 ($210) $169

CSRlO ($170) $149

HSJ400 ($180) $149

CS210 ($110) $69
ETC, ETC!!

HSPOSII ($80) $49
ETC, ETC!!

SUPER BUY!
MITSUBUSHI
TX-65 ''Boom box''
(LIST $200) $ 99 ! !
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Appetite, psych.interests sated
By JEAN EDGE
Staff Writer

Have you ever wondered what
you could do during an
occasional free noon hour? Well,
you could eat lunch and stare at
blank , walls, or you could eat
lunch and see what Erica is up to
on "All My Children," or you
could eat lunch with the Lunch
Bunch and find out exactly what
the chimps, rats and professors
are ,doing in the psychology
building.

· "Jf you start to take
things too seriously, you
can be.come dogmatic.
Humor keeps us honest.''
- Roger Fouts

According to Dr. Roger Fouts,
who works in the chimp lab, the
Lunch Bunch is a departmental
colloquium where faculty and
graduate students can share
articles and research that relate

to the psychology discipline.
"We all get caught up in our
own area of research, so we often
don't know exactly what the
person who is next door or down
the hall is doing," said Fouts.
''The Lunch Bunch provides the
faculty and students the
opportunity to · know about
someone else's research or field of
specialization.''
Although the colloquium is
meant to be informative, Fouts
said it doesn't resemble the
average lecture classroom in that
it is light and fun.
''The Lunch Bunch is
something fun," Fouts said. "It is
something light that enables us
to poke fun at ourselves. In
science and scholarship areas,
you should always be able to
have fun with your work."
·'In our field, theories are
constantly changing,'' said
Fouts. "If you start to take things
too seriously, you can become
dogmatic. Humor keeps us
honest.''
The notices about the Lunch
Bunch are anything but
dogmatic. One notice was about
Dr. Max Zwanziger who spoke on
testing. The notice read: ''The
Lunch Bunch can now reveal Dr.

Max Zwanziger speaking on
mettle testing or test preview as
test preparation or no need to
give them the questions - better
not give them the answers either.
Many students who have· had Dr.
Zwanziger as a tester testify that
he has a rather testaceous quality
about him, and his tests have a
hard testa to crack.·'

Fouts said his biggest goal with
the Lunch Bunch is to see it
become inte~disciplinary.
·'I would like to see the Lunch
Bunch become a colloquium for
all the disciplines here at
Central," Fouts said. "It would
give all of us the chance to learn
who is doing what in a certain
field." .

Local Red Cross could
use a helping hand
said Flannagan.
The local Red Cross gets
Red Cross is in need of involved with the campus
assistance.
community several times a year.
"This is the first time ever that There are blood drives at which
the Red Cross has run out of "ROTC and health students have
disaster funds. This is due to five
helped in the past. We really
hurricanes nationally as well as · appreciate that," said Flannagan.
other disasters,'' according to They also set up a booth at the
Georgia Flannagan, chairman of Health Fair to distribute
the Kittitas County Red Cross.
information to the students.
The Red Cross is entirely
Locally, Red Cross helps in
dependent on public donations such disasters as fires and floods.
for financial support. It's seeking Food, clothing, housing and
to raise $20 million in a national medical help are some of the
fund campaign.
items whfch are provided to those
"We've (Kittitas County) in need. Red Crsoss offers courses
collected about $360 and hop to in water safety and first aid as
have $1,400 by April 1 to some of their educational course
· contribute to the national fund,"
offerings. to the community.
By SYMANTHA STEELMAN
Staff Writer

Tea Garden Restaurant
under new ownership
Szechwan & Cantonese Cuisine

UNIVERSITY RECREATION PRESENTS:

Lunch Specials

207 N. Main

$2.99

$3.29

weekdays

weekend

Daily Dinner Specials

HEALTH ,& FITNESS
925-2090

~t?Jb"
FEBRUARY 24-27

HORSESHO.E TAVERN
If your car Is
too DRUNK to Drive ...
we Wiii Help YOUI
106 W. 3rd

FEATURING GUEST SPEAKER
IN THE SUB PIT

925-4044

ear
after
year,semeste
after semester,

Fidelity Union Life offers the most accepted,
most popular life insurance program on campuses
all over America.
Find out why.
Call the Fidelity Union Life
agent in your area:
:~~~j;igi..Aiiiy un=
= ifu-n =;~
·-~··~·

. . . . . . .v

f J "'''"""""'"°'··~
Russ Bender
962-9490

Mon. Feb. 24th / 12:00

STRESS MGMT.-with Ken Briggs
Tues. Feb. 25th I 11 :OO

SPORTS
. MEDICINE -with Dale Blair
Wed. Feb. 26th I 12:00

EATING DISORDERS-with Kay Billings
ALSO BOOTHS FROM 11 :00-1 :00 DAILV
Kittitas Valley Health Cllnlc,
Recreation Club, Nutrition Club,
The Health center, Crisis Line, Red cross,
Wenatchee Valley Sports Medicine Cllnlc.
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SCENE

Rock prof says field is diverse
By SHARON -CHASE
Editor

Dr. James Hinthorne, geology
department chair at Central
shares some informatton and
insight about his department. In
this interview he gives an inside
view of a specialized field and of
those who choose to study the
science of the geology. -of earth
and beyond.
The Observer: Professor
Hinthorne, we would like to
touch on the past, present and
·future of this department, .the
students and some backgro'u nd
you bring to your students.
The geology department is
currently planning a trip to
Death Valley over spring break.
What students might this trip
involve?

Dr. Hinthorne: This trip will be
to the Death Valley area .. .it will
be open to any students who have
had introductory geology, or plan
to take it next. quarter. It's two
credits; e_ight days between ,
quarters, during spring break. In
the past students have .really
have gotten a lot out of this .. .it's
always in the southwest
someplace because of the
weather. Some trips have gone
through Utah and down to the
Grand Canyon, some have gone
clown the California coast to
Santa Barbara area, a different
kind of geology and then this is
kind of a third alternative to us,
the Mohave Desert area.
The
Observer:
. What

the exposed geology without
fighting forests and so
forth ... botonous stuff.
We encourage our majors · to
take advantage of every
opportunity to see different
geology, and the geology of
different places
not
necessarily geographically. but
different kinds of rocks; different
ages of rocks; kinds of
mountains, mountains made by
boulders; mountains made by
volcanos.
. Students are encouraged to
expose themselves as widely as
possible to all the variety that
exists. This is one reason we take
seniors for their major field
experience away from here.
The Observer: How important
is the field trip experience to a
geology major?

J .H.: Seniors are. busy from
Sept. · 1 to the middle of June
without a break. But it works out
OK because they end up with a
broad exposure to the challenge
of the western U.S.
We feel our way is in some
ways a little harder on the
student because they don't get
the normal breaks. But, it gives
them the opportunity not only to
go into the field three different
times while they are maturing as
a student, and gives them the
opportunity to write three
complete independent reports. ·
The Observer: Geology is such

differences are there in staying
here and having the field
experience
elsewhere?

a diverse field, and it would
appear not an easy major.
Where do the students find work
when they've completed their
degree?

J .H.: Several differences are
that the topography in that area
is rather extreme - high peaks
and valleys and so forth and in
. desert climate you can see a lot of

J.H.: You name it ... some of
course don't go into geology at
all. Of those that do (follow the
major). we've had students that
are now in geology grol!ps ~~

Hanford, evaluating the geology
of central Washington. We've had
students who have gone with a
bachelors degree into a large
engineering consulting company
in San Francisco.
The Observer: I], as you say
each department specializes in
different areas of geology, what
determines a departmental
focus?

J.H.: Different departments will
emphasize different things. A
student who went to Arizona (to
complete a masters degree) was
particularly interested in igneous
and metamorphic rocks and the
processes of crystalization, and
working with them in a
quantitative
numerical
mathematical way and they have
a strong program there.
It is not possible to predict what
a particular department will
·specialize in just because of
location. It's a matter of the
people present (in a geology
department}, rather than the
geographical location for the
James Hinthorne
most part.
Geology Department Ch.airman
In Massachusetts, they
emphasize the hazards of
J.H.: What pushes this is
environmental
geology, employment trends. It's sort of a
particularly volcanic, because · self-fulfilling prophacy ... and a lot
they have people who are of geologists may graduate, and
knowledgeable.
not all of them get jobs. It takes
Our focus, because ... basically about six months for the
the desire of the faculty is to focus freshmen to find this out and so
on undergraduate education. We there's no majors and four years
don't have a Masters
later no graduates.
program .. .it's a two edged sword
Th'e Observer: In many majors,
when you have one. You have to it isn't unusual to take longer
take attention away from the than four years to complete a
undergraduates, on the other major. Do geology majors
hand, when you have a few usually finish in four years?
graduate students around they
It depends on the program. I
would probably interact with the
took five years to graduate, but
undergraduates.
that's because I didn't become a
The Observer: Are there jobs
geology major until the middle of
out there?
my junior year. But I had
completed my math, chemistry
and calculus for another
purpose ... and then I discovered
geologists use all this stuff and
have fun besides.
The Observer: You must
always have some core students
who are dedicated to study
geology, no matter what.

J.H.: There are a certain
number of students who are
going to go into geology, have
always loved it, and are going to
graduate ... no matter what.
The employment picture
doesn't matter to these
people ... that's not why they are
here. They're here because they
are interested. And for those kind
of people, in general, they never
have a problem finding a job. No
matter what employment looks
like (they stay) because they took
an interest in it for a full four
CRYSTAL :..._ A large piece offine quartz crystal, department by Dr. Odette Golden, Prof. Emeritus,
part of a collection donated to the geology CWU, is on display in the foyer in Lind Hall.

Please see Rocks page 9
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CALENDAR

'

Thursday, February 20
DWrestling- CWU vs. PLU, 7:30 p.m., Nicholson, $1
adults, 50 cents students

DConcert- MENC (CWU Music students), 8 p.m., Hertz
Recital Hall, Patricia Smith, Coordinator.
DCo-Ed Swimming- At Evergreen State College Invitational, all day.
D Wrestling- At NAIA District I & II Tournament, Forest
Grove, Ore.

DPresentation- "U.S.A. in Bible Prohecy," SUB Pit,
noon. Presented by ASCWU.
DMeeting- BACCHUS, 3:30 p.m., SUB 210.

Monday, February 24

DMen's Basketball- At Seattle University.

DArt Exhibit- Tompkins/Tompkins. metals andjewelry,
Sarah Spurgeon Gallery, Randall Hall, through March 14.
Free.

DCo-Ed Swimming- NAIA District I & II Championships,
at Evergreen State College.

Friday, February 21

DFrench Film Week- Louise L'Insoumise, ( 1984), $2 or
$8 series ticket .
OHealth and Fitness Fair- SUB Pit, through Feb. 27.

.DNAJE Nite- 8 p.m., featuring small group jazz combos,
Hertz Recital Hall, $2 general; NAJE members, free.

Tuesday, February 25

DDance- Meisner Hall, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

DFrench Film Week- Rouge-Gorge, (1985), $2 or $8
series ticket.
. DMen's Basketball- At Eastern Washin~ton University.

DDance- ASCWU presents "Boys Will Be Boys," SUB
Ballroom, 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

D Meeting- Adult Children of Alcoholics,(ACOA), Christian Missionary _Alliance Chm:ch, 4 p.m. For more information, please call Ken Briggs at 96~-2841.

DMeeting-CWU Board of Trustees, 2 p.m., Bouillon 143.

Saturday, f'ebruary 22
DFrench Film Week- Les Nanas, (19851, sponsored by
CWU Foi"dgn Language Dept., CWU International Programs, Liberty Theatre and the French Embassy, 7 p.m.,
Liberty Theatre. $2 single or $8 for series of six films.
D Wrestling- At NAIA Distrtct I & II Tournament, Forest
Grove, Ore.

Wednesday, February 26
DFi-ench Film Week- Anthracite, (1980), $2 admission
or $8 sertes ticket.
DConcert- Central Symphony. Eric Roth, Conductor,
Hertz Recital Hall, 8 p.m.

Sunday, February 23
DFrench Film Week- Monsieur De Pourceaugnac,
(1985), Liberty Theatre, $2 single or $8 series ticket.

DWomen Studies Films- "Future Work," and
"Newborn," noon and 3 p.m., Kennedy Hall, Rm. 129.

Campus recruiting
for ·teachers

Campus lnt~rviews

The following school districts will have
representatives at the · Career Planning
and Placement Center. Barge 105. to
interview interested candidates. Sign-up
schedules are posted one week, to the day,
before the arrival of the interviewers.
OWashington- Public School Personnel

interested: 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. SUB
204-05.

The following organizations will be on
campus interviewing on Friday, Feb. 21.

conducting a training workshop Feb.

OWashington- Wapato School District,

For furtJler information, contact Student
Employment, Barge 209. 963-3008.
DCamps- Hidden Valley Camp, Oregon

Kay Bills, 963-1881 or Susan Sonnen and
Marlene Brookhart, 963-1391.

March 6. All subjects and grade levels.
Group meetings for all interested: 10 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m., SUB 103.

Caves, Camp Dudley, Camp Sealth,

OWashington- Puyallup School

Crater Lake, Catholic Youth Organization,

Cooperative. Feb. 21. All subjects and

District, March 7. All subjects and grade

Flying Horseshoe Ranch, Camp Easter

grade

levels. Group meetings for all interested; 9

Seal.
0 Northwestern Mutual Life- Feb. 20.

levels.

Tumwater.

Districts:

Yelm,

Olympia,

North Thurston,

a.m. and 1 p.m., SUB 103. PSD will be

Griffin, Chehalis. Centrailia, Napavine.

scheduling interviews at these meetings.

Oakville, Tahoma. Group meetings for all

OWashington-

interviewing: 9 a.m. and 1:30 p.m., SUB

District, March 14. Potential openings

204-05.

include

Northshore

elementary

(all):

School
special

OWashington- Renton School District,

education (all); secondary (math, science,

Feb. 24. Elementary, Special Education

business education, DECA, English).

(all levels): Secondary: Math. Science,

Group meetings for all interested, 10 a.m.

Industrial Arts.

and 1 p.m.. SUB 204-05. NSD will be

OOregon- Estacada School District, Feb

scheduling interviews at these meetings.

28. Four openings in Special Education,
Elementary and Secondary.

OTeacher Job Search Workshops- 4

OWashington- Lake

Washington

p.m. to 5 p.m .. Black 109, featuring the

School District, March 5. All subjects and
grade levels, including librarians and

following topics: Feb. 18, Job Finding
Skills: Feb. 19, Resume Writing; Feb. 20,

special education. Group meetings for all

Interviewing.

Cllmb aboard the
rock-n-ro II
-t ime machine
and enJoy a blast
from the past ... man.

THE ROCK- & ROLL
NEVERFORCETSSHOVV
.

·-

..

Students/Staff for the Education and
Prevention of Sexual Assault (STEPS) is

-

with Jim Massey

vvednesdays at 6:00
only _ on ...

Marketing representatives. All majors
eligible for work in Central Wash.

D Handicapped. Career OpportunitiesFeb. 25, U.S. Navy Handicap Program;
Feb. 26, David W. Taylor Naval Ship
Research. Get clearance through
Handicapped Student Office.
0 Federal
Deposit
Insurance
Corporation- Feb. 26, Bank Examiner
Trainees. Requires 36 quarter hours of
business-related classes and nine quarter
hours
of
accounting
classes.
Opportunities in seven Wes tern states.
0 Boeing- March 27. tool and production
planning. Eligible majors include:
Industrial Supervision, Manufacturing
Engineer Technology and Industrial
Electronics Technology.
D Keller Supply Company- March 4,
Marketing and Industrial Distribution
majors. Management Trainee Program,
5-Phase Program. Washington, Oregon,
Montana.

Cooperative Field
Experience
The

following Cooperative - Field

Experience Placements are available for
Spring Quarter. Apply at the Co-op Office,
Barge 307. Phone 963-2404.
DThe Bon in Yakima- Personnel
Management Trainee, six months. Pay
negotiable.

Majors:

BSAD,

OThe Bon- Sales Associates, Six Month
Positions, $3.80-$5.05 depending on
experience, at the following Bons:
Yakima,

KennewiCk,

Southcenter,

Olympia, Alderwood Mall.

Majors:

Fashion Merchandising, Marketing, MED.
DKittitas Valley Community HospitalEllensburg:

Materials Manager with

Receiving Dept. Work study students
only. Majors: Business related.
DAllstar Roofing, Woodinville- 3 or 6
months, start anytime. Paid. Major: IET.
DJeld-Wen,

White Swan- 3

or 6

months, start anytime. Paid. Major: IET.
DU.$. Oil and Refinery Co., TacomaLab Tech .. six months preferred, $6/hr.
Majors: Chemistry, other related sciences.
Organic Chemistry sequence required.
D Enterprise for

DU.S.

Community

Marine Corps- March ll-14;

l.R.,

Per/Ind/Org. Psych.

Military recruiting

Progress in the

(EPIC)-

Yakima,

Officer Selection, SUB Information Booth.

Therapeutic Aide for special children. 3 to

0 U.S. Army- March 12: Army College

6 months, part or full-time. During Spring

Fund, SUB Information Booth.

'86, bilingual work needed to work with

DU .S. Air Force- Feb. 21, Advance sign-

an eight-year-old child part-time. $5/hr.

up for interviews at CP&PC. Pilots and

Majors: Psych., Soc., maybe others.

navigators: looking for people with math
backgrounds.

Aide

Job search workshops
A job search workshop will be presented

I

21-23. For more information, please call

DCrisis Residential Center, Yakimaposition,

flexible

times,

pay

negotiable. Majors: Psych .. Soc.,LAJ.
P.E .. Leisure Services. Special Ed.
DP&E

Sales,

Seattle-

Sales

by Robert D. Malde, CP&PC, for all those

Representative Assistant, six months,

interested on March 4-6, 4 p .m. to 5 p.m ..

pa~t-time, $3. 75/hr. Majors: Fashion
Merchandising.

Shaw-Smyser 105.
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Student-takes school _on the road·
By LAURI WALKER
Staff Writer

Exotic shores, sandy beaches
and sunny skies await Katie
Rogers, a Central senior who is
touring Greece next quarter.
Rogers, an LGA in CarmodyMonroe Hall discovered that she
could graduate early, so she took
the opportunity to do something
she has always dreamed of
doing ... travelling abroad. Rogers
felt spring was an ideal time to go
partly because enrolling in a
summer program meant she
would be three months behind
those graduating seniors already
job hunting.
The trip is an academic
program in its ninth year and is
offered through Western
Washington University. "The
people know what they are
doing,·· said Rogers. ''The··
program is very well organi~ed.''
This particular foreign studies
option is offered only in the fall
and spring.
"Clare's· House," a boar-d ing
house in Athens, is where Rogers
will be based during her stay. The
home is located two blocks from
the Acropolis, the sanctuary of
Athena-Parthenon and other
temples. The students staying in
Clare's House will . come from
every part of the United States.
. Rogers said she is looking
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GREECE - Katie Rogers will
leave for Greece this spring in a
foreign studies program - to
complete her university career.
Rogers will audit c·oursework
through travel.
forward to meeting people an~
making new friends. Each person
will have their own room and
continental breakfasts will be
served daily. The students are
free to use the kitchen in the
house for other meals.
The program is designed for the
undergraduate student and
courses must be taken. as part of
the criteria. Since· Rogers · does
not need the credits she will audit

her classes. ''This takes a lot of
. Rogers said the tuition for the
the pressure off,'' said Ro.g ers.
program costs $2200 which
Greece will be the classroom includes books and meals. Other
setting approximately every two costs include airfare · and
weeks as the group travels, spending money.
study~ng the country and · its
To aid in her communication
historical ruins. One excursion skills on her trip, Rogers is
that Rogers is anticipating is a
currently enrolled in a Greek
ten-day cruise through the language class which she says is
Aegean Islands.
very difficult.
Rogers looks forward to a lot of
Rogers already has her plane
leisure time to explore the
ticket and student ID card.
exquisite countryside and the
however there is a lot more
sunny beaches. She will have a
organizing involved before she
six-day break at the end of her
goes. She leaves March 30 and
trip for her own excursions. ''On
returns June 6.
the one hand, I feel that I am
For more information about
being taken care of, while on the
. foreign studies · opportunities,
other hand I will ·have a lot of
please visit the Foreign Studies
freedom to do what I like, "said
Office in Barge Hall, 308 or call
Rogers.
them at 963-3612.
The program does not seek the .
easiest paths to cross. At times
the travels will be -physically
rigorous requiring students to
J.H.: -Very exciti:q.g:·.. very
walk across towns and scramble
exciting. It's kind of neat to look
through ruins.
back at some · of the earlier
published _things and see your
articles. There's probably more
security about lunar samples
now than there was then, just
becaus~ they're becoming
increasingly sure that ·u·s going
Continued from page 7
to be a ·1ong time , before , it
happens again. There are no
years, learned it quite well and more plans to come back with
got
good
grades,
good lunar rocks in the future.
recommendations.
· - The Observer: Is there a sex .
Geologists are always having to
make a 'best guess' at the time.
bias in the field of geol'?mP
-J~II: · There
practically no Basically, it's experience and
difference in geology. Geology knowledge about what's· arourid
has typically been a man's field, the edges of a vailey, make a good
not anymore.
guess. That's why the variety of
The Observer: According to field
experience
is
so
your biography, you were once valuable ... the more you see, the
associated with a lunar sample more you have to draw on to
project. Was that an exciting interpret all of the things you
time in your career?
can't know for sure.

Rocks
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BASIC
CREW NECK
SWEATSHIRT

$1.99

Mens or Womens
Sizes S-XL 12 Colors
Reg. $15.00
Now 2 for $20.00

POLO SHIRTS
Mens or Juniors
All Sizes, many col~rs
Mens Reg. $15.00 Now $9.90

Juniors Reg. $14.00
Now $7.90

It's the best meal deal going. Our
100% pure beef single burger with •
"more burger than bun". · A ~IJ'lall
rder of eris y _golden fries. Your
Vavorite smaljP C:trmk. And, to tOJ> it
q~f, a cool and creamy 5 oz. DArRY
auEEN sundae. _

Offer Good Through Feb. 28
10th & Alder

925-5442

I
1

•
• ·

•

braziet

West Interchange

925-5542 .

SALE ENDS MARCH 1st

411 North Ruby
Ellensburg

I

I

--~~~~~~~~-

Personal Charge and
Bankcards Welcome

.
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Macbeth
Continued from page 1
adverse effects on the actors.
With this insight, Leinaweaver
said he "couldn't cast anyone
who didn't have it all togethef."
Some of the faces appearing on
stage will be seniors Terry
Uppenberg as Macbeth, Daniel
Schuy as Banquo and Adam
Lamb as Macduff. Junior Jennie
Jonson will portray Lady
Macbeth.
All of these actors happen to be
students, however auditions were
open to anyone. "It's a small
town and there is no community
theater. We decided about 10
years ago that we ought to let
people have this creative outlet if
they want, as long as the students
were getting their share of the
roles," said Leinaweaver. A few
townspeople will exhibit their
dramatic techniques under the
lights~ including the director's
daughter, nine-year-old Jessica
Leinaweaver, playing one of the
slain children.
The . actors, production
members and the director are
putting in long hours in
preparation for the show.
Rehearsals are five days a week

from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m:. The load of
fifteen hours a week is similar to
having a
part-time job.
Leinaweaver said working on a
play is fun, but confessed that it
is hard work. ''The joy is in the
satisfaction of doing the job ... and
·meeting nice, strange, good
people."
Leinaweaver plans to follow the
script somewhat rigidly but will
delete lines he feels the modern
audience wouldn't understand.
"If the audience has to stop and
think about it (baffling lines) in
this headlong race to madness
and destruction, we then lose
their empathic involvement in
the play," said the director. "I
want them to feel all the way
through the play.''
Macbeth will take a short tour
to Wenatchee March 14 and 15.
"It's very hard to move a show
with this kind of scenery and this
number of people out on the
road,'' said Leinaweaver.
Generally Central plays do not
tour. but Leinaweaver hopes the
trip will provide good public
relations for the university and
serve as a cultural activity
stipulated in the drama

department's university mission.
By performing Macbeth,
Central risks the wrath of a curse
so closely tied to the play. The
curse refers to the one uttered by
the witches in the script. It is said
by some to be so strong a curse
that it has left a trail of disaster
and bad luck for many years.
Lore claims that uncanny
accidents
and
bizarre
misfortunes have tainted the
productions of Macbeth since its
first performance.
''The British actors are
particularly more sensitive to it.

They won't say the name of the
play ... they call it 'the Scottish
play'," said . Leinaweaver. No
disasters have fallen on ·this
production yet, except that the
stage manager came down with
pneumonia and had to be
replaced. Leinaweaver is not
concerned about the curse, but
humors in the tradition of it.
When wishing the actors ''good
luck," be selective in the words
you use as ''break a leg'' could
actually bring a broken leg with
the curse of Macbeth casting a
dark shadow over the production.

Letters
Emcees show bad taste
Continued from page 2

To the editors:
It would seem to me that
seniors John Merrill and Jim
Massey, who were selected to
emcee Lypsync '86 by the
Director of Community Relations,
would have been chosen on
behalf of their field of study
and/or previous experience.
Whether or not this is the case, I
was disappointed that Merrill and

Massey resorted to comments
suggesting substance abuse. I
would tend to believe that the
Department of Public Relations
here at Central Washington
University does not encourage
promotion of substance abuse as
a means to gain rapport with ones
audience. Remarks of this nature
are counter productive as well as
amateur.
Morris Haroldson
Representing Bacchus

ROCK'NROLL
is back

The Cars 'It - 'II
The chart-topping new wavers in concert.
Includes "Drive· and ·Just What I
Needed.• 60 min.
MON - 24 11:30 P.M.
THUR - 27 10:30 P.M.
SAT - 1 10:30 P.M.
SUN - 2 10:30 P .M.

Too llany Clues
The cops are baffled by too many clues
that lead ~owhere. 30 min.
TUE- - 25 10:00 P.M.
THUR - 27 11:00 P.M.

""

\~"

" " Rapid Fire Hlladty
'_ycJJ
Three of the most manic Warner Brothers·
t,.'f."
cartoons created by Tex Avery 8c other
CJ
directors. 30 min.
""

FRI - 28 10:00 P.M.

Originally seen 1n 1957, this wacky,
slapstick, musical comedy show is sheer
madness. 30 min.
TUE - 25

THE~-..L.-

.,,,,,,.,

'-BEST WESTERN ELLENSBURG INN
Emeralds Feb. 17-March1 ~-----
The Brew March 4-15
Nash Band March18~29

,, SPECIAL APPEAR8NCE''
KINGSTON TRIO March
one night only

i 25•9801

1700 canyon Rd.

10:30 P.M.

THUR - 27 11:30 P.M.
10:30 P.M.

MON - 24 11:00 P.M:

Dramatic portrait of the We 8c death of
Newsweek photographer, killed 1n El Salvador. 30 min.

THUR - 27 10:00 P .M.

Modern Optical

SAT - 1 10:00 P.M.
SUN - 2 10:00 P .M.

Featurelt•
Care*free Comiquickies and NCTV Mews.
TUE - 2s 11:00 P.M.
WED - 26 11:00 P.M.
SAT - 1 11:00 P.M.
SUN - 2 11:00 P.M.

-

-

-

The most progressive mix
of music videos anywhere.
An NCTV exclusive, hosted
by Meg GrWin. 60 min.

NA\'\'
..;i ( >FFI< :I :K
--- - - - -- - ---- --- ~~-~-----

LE:\D Tl IE AD\'EYl'UU:.

NCTV Is a service of Campus Network, Inc.

IVfodern optical 4030 N. Sprague 925-9611

Tllursday, Feb. 20,

~986
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'Jewel of the Nile' plays it just a bit too safe
By JIM MASSEY
Staff Writer

"Jewel of the Nile;" starring
Kathleen Turner, Mtchael
Douglas and Danny de Vtto;
directed by Lewis Teague; ·rated
PG because of language.

Review
.L ots of people liked Romancing
the Stone. - Lots of people like
Jewel of the Nile, its sequel. The
problem is, it's hard to remember
much about either of them.
These are the kind of movies
that wash right over you with
good-natured entertainment, but
don't seem to leave a lasting
impression. Kind of like mental

junk food, a decent two-hour
escape that neither brings you
down nor elevates-your emotions.
Jewel follows the further
adventurous exploits of · the
romance novelist and her .g lobetrotting lover from Romancing
the Stone. This time they wind
up in the African desert, trying to
foil a power-hungry dictator.
The film makes sure to keep
things cheerful, as the characters
wise-crack their way from one
pitfall to the next. No danger ever
seems real, because you know no
one could possibly be hurt with
all the one-liners flying around.

they were afraid of leaving
someone in the audience behind.
Very little in the film actually
elicits.a response from a viewer.
Sure, you might chuckle a few
times, but it's because you know
you'·r e supposed to, not because
tt spontaneously burst out.
·
The performers are fine; but the
material they're given doesn't
offer much challenge or
excitement.
Danny de Vito is the most fun
to watch, but it's just the

patented beligerent New Yorker
act he devefoped on the Taxi TV
show. It's a shame he hasn't
been offered more diverse roles,
because he's proven himself to be
a fine character actor in One Flew
Over the Cuckoo's Nest and
Terms of Endearment.
Jewel of the Nile's Neil Simon-

meets-Lawrence of Arabia style
may be fine for a momentary
diversion. but the lack of
substance makes - for pretty
unsatisfying fare.

Jewel seems as if it felt a dire
need to appeal to the lowest
common denominator. Someone
made damn sure that the jokes
were on the simplest level, as if

come to the ELECTRIC BEACH
10 visits for $25
6:00 a.m. - 11 :00 a.m.
Prices subject to change March 1, 1986

about~~

Call us
our LOW fares
···*~
today
. ····*·
.. ·*·.

Cab Calloway, star of
Harlem's legendary Cotton Club,
teams up with daughter Chris Calloway
to take us down memory lane.

SATURDAY, MAR. 1, 1986 8 P.M.
The Capitol Theatre in Yakima

*20/*17 50 /•15
Student prices also available
For tickets contact The Theatre Box Office at 19 S. 3rd St., Mon.-Fri.
11 a.m.-4 p.m. or by phoning 575-6264.
This performance is sponsored by The Capitol Theatre with support from the
Washington State Arts Commission.
·

434 N. Sprague

925-6961
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French film festival ma~es annual stop here
Ellensburg's second annual
French film festival opens
Saturday, Feb. 22, under the joint
sponsorship of the Liberty
Theatre, Central Washington
University foreign languages
department and International
Programs, ·and the French
Embassy in New York.
Guest speaker at the festival
will be French filmmaker
Edouard Niermans, whose film
Anthracite will be shown Feb. 26
in Ellensburg. Niermans will
present a lecture/discussion each
evening at the theatre, after the
film. In addition, he will speak
Feb. 27 on campus about French
cinema, following the final film.
All movies in the series, not yet
released to American theatres,
are · in French with English
subtitles. They will be shown
. Feb. 22-27 at the Liberty Theatre
downtown, beginning aC7 p.m.
daily. Admission is $2 at the door ·
or $8 for the series. Half the
proceeds from series tickets
be donated to the CWU foreign
languages department. Series
tickets are available at the foreign
languages office, Language and
"Literature Building 102.
The 1986 film series includes:
Les Nanas directed by Annick
Lanoe, billed as a .. tender
comedy about today's women in
France who, because they no
longer want to cater to their men,
find themselves all alone.'' The

will
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FRENCH FILM - M.F. Pisier and Anemone star in Les Nanas, o'ne
of theforeignfilmsfeatured during French For~gn Fil,m Festival,
Feb. ·22-27.
.
. :.

1985 film will
Saturday, Feb. 22.

be

shown

Monsieur De Pourceaugnac is

a comedy-ballet adapted from a
17th -century play by Moliere.
Pourceaugnac arrives in Paris to
contract a marriage with a pretty
heiress, whose heart already
belongs to a younger, more
handsome suitor. The lovers
succeed in foiling the alliance
and, after many misadventures,
their victim is reduced to leaving
Paris disguised as a woman. The
1985 film, directed by Michel
Mitrani, will be shown Sunday,

The Salad Bar

Louise L' !.n soumtse (Louise
the Rebel) tells of the rebellion of
a ten-year-old girl against her·
parents. The. conflict focuses on
mother and daughter; the latter,
in spite of strict discipline at
home, discovers that there is a
world beyond her mother's
vetoes. This is director Charlotte
Silvera' s first feature film, and
1984 winner of the Prix Georges
Sadoul. It will be shown Monday,
Feb. 24.
In Rouge:.Gorge (Robin), a
17 -year-old girl feels the need for
adventure; she takes advantage
of her father's absence to try to
penetrate
the
secrets
surrounding his career as a

Correction
An exercise article on page nine
in the Feb. 13 issue of The
Obseru.er stated .. that the weight
room is open from 5 p.m. to 10
p.m., however it is closed from 6
p.m. to 7 p.m. during an aerobics
class.

EARN A PART-TIME
INCOMEPWS
$5.040 FOR COWGE.

SUB SALAD COUPON

20uncesOFF on the price of a salad

A40cVALUE
<0m"'1 {]]~)00

Feb. ·23.

Parisian financier. Directed by
Pierre Zucca, this 1985 film will
be shown Tuesday', Feb. 25.
Anthracite is the 1980 film
directed by visiting filmmaker
Edouard Niermans. Anthracite is
the nickname given by students
to Father Godard, a vice-principal
at a Jesuit college where
traditional
education
is
maintained against all odds.
This film will be shown
Wednesday, Feb. 26.
Le Grain De Sable (The Grain
of Sand) is based on a true story
about an unemployed woman
whose lonelieness, guilt and
despair lead to her selfdestruction. Directed by Pomme
Meffre, this 1983 movie will be
shown Thursday, Feb. 27,
accompanied by a short film,
Grosse (Stout), about a pregnant
actress, directed by Brigitte
Rouan.
According to CWU language
professor Kelton Knight, who
arranged the six-film series, all
movies are intend,ed for
university-level audiences and
are .. provided by the French
Emb~.ssy's cultural services
division.

Expires 2/28/86

Qualify to train in one of several inter~sting skills available
in a nearby Army Reserve unit, and you'Uearn a good parMime
salary, plus receiving up to $5,040 for college that won't cost
you one penny.
You11 serve one weekend a month (usually) plus two weeks
annual training and earn over $1,225 a year to start.
You can begin to earn your college fund after just six
months in the Army Reserve. Ask your local Reserve recruiter for
all the details about the New G .I. Bill college money opportu~
nity. Stop by or call:
·

* * CWU STUDENTS* *
Want to save some $$?

weat MODEL-KE CLEANERS and
MODEL COIN-OP LAUNDRY know
how you must struggle to make ends meet,
so we·ve come up with some plans to help
you save money.
Plan 1: Receive a FREE Maytag wash ticket with
any dry clean order.
Plan 2: Receive a FREE wash ticket and 10 % off
any
Plan 3: Receive 20 % off any dry clean order over _
$10 regular price.
[Discounts available to students with valid ASC cards only.]
207 N. Pine [Behind post office)

. 925-5389

~.IUles

925-6939

ARMY RESERVE.

BEALLYOU CAN BE.

.~
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By GAILIN HESTER
Staff Writer

U.S. Army Capt. Rod Leary is
not just a soldier, but is a teacher
who is involved in the
community.
Leary, a ROTC graduate
himself, has a Bachelor of Science
degree in political science and
now teaches military science
classes to Army ROTC cadets at
Central. Among the courses he
teaches are rifle marksmanship,
land navigation map reading and
military physical conditioning
just to name a few.
Leary is in the last year of his
three-year tour at Central and
takes great pride in hi~ ROTC
students. "The students have
been the biggest highlight of my
time here on campus," said ·
Leary.
"Central students have either STRATEGIST - U.S. Army Captain Rod Leary involvement for hi~elf and his cadets. He's ·
matched or suc~eeded every teaches military science classes to Army ROTC involved Q.$ 0:n assistant coach for men and
standard of any camp that they cadets q.t Central. ~eary stresses community , women's track teams ,9~ campus.
·
have gone to," explained Leary.
·
·
·
·
'
·-- - - ·
91•••
11•1N•M•1t.MU•N1•
These camps· include Airborne
because if an individual does· not
Leary said the Army ROTC - ·•
. .•
. •-School, Ranger School, Air
graduate and get his degree then cadets are - involved in the
Liberty Theatre
Assault School, .Basic Camp at
he is not going to' get · his community through helping with
5th & Pine 925·9511
Fort Knox, Ky. an~ , Advance · commission,'' said Leary.
Meals ·on Wheels for the elderly,
Now we have Sa.turday matinees!
Camp at Fort Lewis, near
Leary is a captain who stresses providing honor guards and
·Tacoma.
community involvement for help~ng with the State AAA High
WA,ITING TIME IS OVER.
Leary continued to say that
himself artd the cade~s. He is · School wrestling championships
LOUIS
ROTC stresses leadership and
involved as an assistant coach for at Central. He practices a
GOSSETT,
JR.
management training as well as
both men's and women's track philosophy which states "I don't
the importance of high
teams on campus. He also ask someone to do something
academics. ''I am a big stickler as
umpires sandlot games and is a that I won't do.''
FRIDAY: 7:05 p 9:_~0 p
.....
• ¥
,!U..
ar~ .. t,lJ.e ~s:>ther _cadreAm .. gr.ades. ~ . . . m€mber-of-the ·MooseClub. -·,

•••-••••••••at•••

1

.........................
IRON EAGLE

h

SATURDAY: 2:25 4:45 7:05- 9:30

SUNDAY: 2:25 4:45 7:05

--

Many thanks to Auxiliary Services for helping us meet deadline.

-

MON - THUR: 7:05 p

101 DALMATIANS

BARGAINS GALORE

~ :»>""'"'"'""'··.

~""""""".''

~~

~~ ·
New book inventory
has doupled!

c

,////))J)MhJ;;~
'·-

~-~//,,~,ff,,,,,,,,;

Hundreds of earrings to
ch.oose from., including ·

I .·

~~SNEf'S
CLASSIC

unicorn cloisonne and

chaRI! .

shoulder dusters.
FRIDAY: 7:20 9:05

Temporary Tattoos
Charms and Accessories
BOOKS TRADED AT 20~ TO 409g FACE VALUE
.
- IN £AN AND BV THE CUP

SATURDAY: 1:45 3:30 5:15
SUNDAY: 1:45 3:30 5:15

II..... ..................

306 N. Pearl

ENDS SUNDAY

.. .

.

;..

FRENCH FILM WEEK

I
II

ALL START AT 7:00 P.M.
IN THEATRE 1
SA TU RDA Y FEB 22:

,e

LES NANAS

SUNDAY FEB 23:
MONSIEUR DE POURCEAUGNAC

LOUISE L'INSOUMISE

ROUGE-GORGE

........................
sa .
Good only February 24, 1986

for a large, 2-topping DOMINO'S PIZZA.

·

What an appetizing offer. You save $2.82! So, if you
hunger for a great deal on a great deal of pizza, call
us tonight. Order a large DOMINO'S PIZZA with 2
toppings . Then gi_v e the driver this coupon and $8.
Imagine, dinner for ate. Eight? $8.
Name

o Domloo'•

~ll'

Phone Number
<Mh "'"' tao of h

•

•
•
•
•
•

PIZZrf'I'
•
DELl1::.r. l;5iil : ." .•' ••
DOMINO'S

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
1985 ""' ro•poo "''"""'

. .. •

®.

•

I

WEDNESDAY FEB 26:

ANTHRACITE
THURSDAY FEB 27:

,~:~:~:.~=--

J
I.....................
FRIDAY: 7: 10 9:20

SATURDAY.: 2:50 5:00 7:10 9:20
SUNDAY: 2:50 5:00 7:10
MON - TH!JR: 7:10

_
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Larimer makes good on choice
By BRIAN ZYLSTRA
Staff Writer

HOMETOWN HERO - Ellensburg High School product
Toni Larimer (30) has been a four-year starter on
Central 's women's basketball team.

When Toni Larimer decided
which college to attend, she opted
to stay home instead of going
away. It is a move that has paid
off well for Central's women's
basketball team.
Larimer, a 1982 graduate of
Ellensburg High School, has been
a four-year starter for the
Wildcats. According to her coach,
Gary Frederick, she and Marcia
Byrd (the only other four-year
starter) have helped to transform
the 'Cats from District 1 cellardwellers to playoff contenders.
"Both of those individuals have
had a lot to do with building our
program into a quality one,''
Frederick said.
A 5-foot-5 guard who
occasionally plays wing, Larimer
is depended upon by the 'Cats to
direct the offense. "She probably
is as close to a point guard as we
have,·' Frederick pointed out.
"It (point guard) is kind of a
difficult job," Larimer notes.
"When (the opponent) is
pressing, it's really hard."
The senior said that her
individual goals are to ''just play
smart and play well in all phases
of the game.''
Her statistics indicate that she
Please see Larimer page 16

Second-place finish is possible if men
can defeat both Whitworth and Seattle
By MATT MASSEY
Staff Writer

Tonight. Central's mens'
basketball team winds down its
NAIA District 1 schedule at
Seattle University in hopes of
finishing as high as the district's
No. 2 seed.
A number two finish for
seeding in the DiStrict 1 playoff
tournament can only become
reality, if the Wildcats win their
final two outings of the
campaign. The 'Cats need just
one win in those final two di~trict
outings to clinch a playoff berth.
CWU, 19-5 overall and 9-3 in
the district, can only do so by
defeating Whitworth College
(results unavailable from
Wednesday's game) and Seattle
U. and have both Whitman
College (11-3) and Pacific
Lutheran University (10-3) lose
one game apiece.
Whitman and PLU play a total
of 15 district games, while CWU
has but 14.
The 'Cats will likely end up in
fourth place at regular season's
completion. The post-season

tourney begins next Thursday
with the district's No. 1 team
facing No. 4, while the middle two
squads square off. Both the No. 1
and No . .2 teams will have the
homecourt edge throughout.
Those games will be singleelimination. Following will be the
NAIA District 1 Best-of-Three
Championship series pairing the
two winners of the first round
games. That series runs March 3,
5 and 6, if necessary.
Ironically, Central is ranked as
the top Northwest Small College
team in the Top 20 coaches poll.
College of Idaho is second.
Prior to Wednesday's final
home encounter, CWU had won
nine of 10 games at Nicholson
Pavilion. The Wildcats had also
won two straight and six victories
in seven games before meeting
Whitworth.
With two big road wins last
week, the Wildcats are again
approaching that late-season
playoff form that qualified them
to Kansas City, Mo. 19 times in ,
the last 22 seasons under head
coach Dean Nicholson.

CWU tripped UPS 65-62 last
Wednesday in Tacoma and
dumped Western 82-70 Saturday
in Bellingham.
CWU Men 82, Western Wash.
70
The Wildcats narrowed their
magic playoff number to one and
eliminated the Vikings from the
playoff picture with a strong
second half performance.
Central _rode 60.6 percent
(20-of-33) second-half shooting to
subdue the Vikes. The final 20
minutes just might have been
CWU's finest of the season.
"We had a solid second half,"
said Nicholson of his troops. "We
came out sharp and hit_ the
boards well. I thought the press
really helped get us going."
After leading by three, 35-32, at
halftime, the 'Cats steadily
increased the margin.
Up 43-38, CWU ran off a 10-2
string to claim a 13-point
cushion. Western got back within
61-51, but again CWU squelched
any comeback hopes.

~_.::_~~~~~~~~~~-

Please see Men page 15

Wildcats
in driver's
seat for
playoffs
By DANIEL STILLER
Staff Writer

An impressive 3-0 week, along
with a little help from LewisCl_a rk State, has put Central's
women's basketball team in the
driver's seat in the race for the
fourth and final NAIA District 1
playoff spot.
Western Washington, Gonzaga
and the University of Puget
Sound have already clinched the
top three spots.
The Wildcats beat Seattle
.Pacific, Seattle University and
UPS last week, but their chances
were slim until Lewis-Clark State
upset Simon Fraser on Monday.
CWU was in a position to,clinch a
playoff spot with a victory last
night against Whitworth. Results
were unavailable at presstime.
Central's Julie Fees was named
District 1 player of the week for
her efforts in the three wins. The
5-foot-11 junior from Snohomish
came through with-51 points and
17 rebounds in the three games,
hitting on 21 of her 38 shots from
the field.
CWU 64, Seattle Pacific 59
The lady 'Cats trailed SPU
35-23 at halftime, but rallied
back for the victory in Seattle.
Fees led the Wildcats with 16
points, while teammate Kristi
Wilson added 13 points and
seven rebounds.
CWU 61, Seattle U. 48
In a game that wasn't as close
as the score indicates, Central
jumped out to a 31-19 lead at the
half and coasted home from
there.
The Chieftains could manage
only 46 shots against a tough
Wildcat defense.
Julie Fees' 18 points and eight
rebounds led the way for Central.
Toni Larimer added 14 points.
For Seattle, Becky Frick had 21
points and 13 rebounds and
Angel Petrich .had 16 points and
15 rebounds.
CWU 63, Puget Sound 56
In a game marred by flared
tempers and questionable
officiating, Central came away
with with a win against the
powerful UPS.
The Wildcat defense was
tenacious once again as it limited
the Loggers to 19-of-58 field goal
shooting.
Toni Larimer had the hot hand
for CWU, pouring in 18 points on
9-of-18 shooting. Fees finished
with 17 points and Cheryl
Homestead pulled down nine
rebounds.
Trish Armstrong had 18 points
and 12 rebounds for the Loggers.
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Men----------------------------------

Rodnie Taylor and Robert
Campbell each tallied 10.
Point guard Joe Callero passed
The Wildcats went on a 12-4
run and recorded their largest out a season- and team-high 10
assists to trigger the offense.
lead of the evening at 73-55.
Five Central players broke into
CWU Men 65, Puget Sound 62
double-figure scoring. CWU
A Taylor-made inside basket
starting forward Tim Durden provided the 'Cats enough to get
registered a career- and team- past and make it a clean sweep of
high 20 points, while center R_on the Loggers in two games on the
vanderSchaaf canned 19, 12 1985-86 season, last Wednesday.
com~ng in the all-important
CWU's 6-foot-7 Taylqr powered
second half. The V-Man also - in for a score on a feed from Brad
hauled in seven rebounds.
Evenson with just six seconds left
Guard Joe Harris broke out of and was fouled. Taylor converted
his shooting slump and wen t the three-point play to give the
1-of-e to score 15 points, while 'Cats the final verdict.
Continued from page 14

The Observer
invites applications for
the position of

ADVERTl$1NG
MANAGER
This is a paid position .
[commission on sales]
and is open to students
who can demonstrate
experience and/ or a
high level of interest
in advertising sales
and design.
"''

t

• '·

•

•

·

•

·"Ton
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So you

want to
bean
EDITOR •••
You'll never get an
earlier chance than
next
quarter on
the Observer. ·
It is a salaried position,
and a great mark on
your resume.
Applicants shou Id be
students at Central,
with practical Q ·
experience in A
newswriting. H·
No academic .
prerequisites. J
S u b m1•t your '\)I
;i
application by ri
Feb. 28th, to:
Advisor, The
Observer,
Bouillon Hall
A letter will ·,
do it, t·o start.
1

Submit letter ·o f
application
BY FEBRUARY 28, to:

Miles Turnbull,
Advisor
The Observer
243 Bouillon Hall
963-1250

If you have

questions,
call Miles
Turnbull

Evenson took the inbounds
pass with 12 seconds and drove
the key, finding Taylor for the
winning hoop. A desperation shot
by UPS failed at the buzzer.
With 7 :24 to go in the contest,
UPS went on a 15-5 run to take a
54-46 advantage. Over the next
two-and-a-half minutes, CWU
outscored WWU 10-2 to knot the
game at 56.
Down the stretch the game was
tied three times. In all the game
was knotted 18 occassions. CWU
committed a season-low nine
turnovers. The three-point win
marked the largest CWU lead of
the night.
Taylor led the 'Cats with 14
tallies and 10 rebounds, while
vanderSchaaf notched 14.
CWU concludes the 1985~86
season next Tuesday at Eastern
Washington University.

1 free topping for each topping
.purchased on any 10" -12" -17" pizza

FREE DELIVERY
801 Euclid way
corner of 8th &Chestnut

925-1111

925-2222

Expires February 27, 1986

1 lth with. 113. He's now ninth on the
career list with 189: In career rebounding.
vanderSchaaf ranks eighth with 524. He
currently rates 18th in career scoring
with 831.

•
CWU Men 82, Western Wash.
Univ. 70
WESTERN-Buren 4-5 1-2 9, Dickerson 6-7 0-0 12,
Miles 4-7 0-0 8, Tuell 3-5 4-4 10, Fincher 1-4 1-2 3.
Nicholas 3-11 2-2 8, Stroyan 1-1 0-0 2. Mead 1-3 2-2 4,
Nickel 3-9 3-4 9. 2-3 1-1 5, Totals, 28-55 14-17 70.
CENTRAL - Callero 2-7 2-3 6. Evenson 0-1 0-0 O.
Leary 0-10-00, Harris 7-8 1-2 15. Durden 10-1~ 0-0 20,
Dorsey 0-1 0-0 0. Campbell 5-8 0-0 10, vanderSchaaf
7-13 5-6 19. Pettersen 1-2 0-0 2. Taylor 5-10 0-0 10.
Totals 37-67 8-ll 82.
Western Wash.
32
38-70
Central Washington
35
47-82
Technical fouls-None. Fouled out- None. Total
fouls-wwu 13. cwu 19. Rebounds-wwu 29 (Nickel
8), CWU 31 (vanderSchaaf7. Taylor6). Assists-WWU
17 (Buren 5), CWU 25 (Callero 10, Harris and Evenson 6
each). Steals-WWU 3, CWU 13 (Callero 5. Durden 3).
Turnovers-WWU 18, CWU 11. Officials-Dave
Kerrone, Dave Slaudacher.

D 'CAT
CLAWS
Center
vanderSchaaf tops the 'Cats in sc.oring
( 15.6), rebounding (8.2). free-throw
percentage (93-of-115, 80.9), and field-

•

CWU Men 65, Univ. of Puget
Sound 62
PUGET SOUND - Lance 3-7 0-0 6, Rubin 0-2 0-1 0,
Gearhart 2-5 0-0 4, Murray 7-8 3-5 17, Reid 0-1 1·2 l,
Ostlund 8-144-6 20, Davis 1-3 4-46, Valentine 1-40-2 2.
Watkins 2-5 2-2 6, Totals, 24-49 14-22 62.
CENTRAL - Callero 1-2 0-0 2, Evenson 3-3 2-2 8,
Harris 4-10 0-0 8, Veliz 1·6 0-0 2, Durden 3-8 0-0 6,
Dorsey0-3 0-00, Campbell 2·2 1·3 5, vanderSchaaf6-l l
2-3 14, Pettersen 3.5 0-1 6, Taylor 5-9 4-6 14, Totals
28-59 9-15 65.
Puget Sound
28
·3 4-62
Central Washington
29
36-65
Technical fouls-None. Fouled out-CWU,
Pettersen. Total fouls-UPS 17, CWU 23.
Rebounds-UPS 30 (Murray, Ostlund, Davis 5 each),
CWU 36 (Taylor 10, vanderSchaaf 6). Assists-UPS 18
(Gearhart 5), CWU 23 (Harris 6, Callero and Durden 4
each). Steals-UPS 5, CWU 6 (Dorsey and Evenson 2
each). Turnovers-UPS 11. CWU 9. Officials-Ron
Storsaasll, Ron Omorl.

goal accuracy (140-of-262, 53.5). Taylor
and Harris average 14.3 points and 13.7
points, respectively. Against Western
CWU made a season, team-high 25 assists
and blocked six shots. Callero had a
season, individual high of five steals. A
win in Wednesday's (unavailable at
presstime) game versus Whitworth would
give CWU its 12th straight 20-win season,
counting the 1982-83 season when the
'Cats forfeited 19 games. Tonight's

Four seasons sports
925·..9134

411 N Pine

SKI
LIQUIDATION

Bring In coupon ev Feb. 25th And save 40%
coupon

University Pizza & Ribs
Two for the Price of one!

opponent, Seattle U. is 5-21 overall and
lost at the pavilion, 101-68 earlier in the
year. Harris is now ninth on the single ·
season assist list with 117. Callero is now

save
on

40

Expires 2-25-86

OL Off Retall
70 Any

Ski Item
Expires 2·25·86

Shoe Sale,!!!

Look For The Colored Tags ...
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There'$ 'no holding back' for do-or-die 'Cats
By BRIAN ZYLSTRA
Staff Writer

It's do-or-die time for Central's
wrestling team.
The seventh-ranked Wildcats
are faced with the most
important weekend so far this
season as they compete in the
NAIA District 1 and 2
Tournament at Willamette
University in Forest Grove, Ore.,
tomorrow (Friday) and Saturday.
"This is the time when there's
no holding back,'' Central cocoach Greg Ford said of the
district tourney. "We have to rise
to the occasion, overlook all
adversity and face the task at
hand.''
Ford noted that the Wildcats'
injury status is improving.
"We're really not worried about

the injuries now," he said.
He added that his grapplers
have been training especially
hard during the last two weeks in
preparation for the seven-team
tournament. "We feel pretty
good. We're working real hard."
But before the Wildcats travel
to Forest Grove, they have one
more task to complete: a home
dual meet against Pacific
Lutheran University tonight
(Thursday) at 7 :30.
Although Ford said the 'Cats
are setting their sights on
districts, he pointed out that they
haven't overlooked PLU, which
lost to Central, 33-13, on Feb. 4.
"You never overlook a dual-meet
team,'' the CWU mentor stressed.
"This'll be a good meet."
The Wildcat co-coach singled

out PLU's top wrestlers as
134-pound Phil Anthony, Dave
Olmsted (142) and Chris Wolfe.
Central will be at full strength,
Ford said, but added that he
might use a lot of secondteamers, explaining. District
wrestlers have to reach "scratch
weight'' by tomorrow, he said,
and because of that, several firstteamers might be weak for the
PLU match. Scratch weight is the
exact weight at which a wrestler
is listed. He can't be over his
listed weight, unlike the earlier
part of the season when he could
be slightly over.
"It's a difficult time to wrestle,"
Ford pointed out.
At districts, Central will be
competing against PLU, Simon
Fraser, Oregon Tech, Northwest

Nazerene, Southern Oreg~n and
Pacific of Oregon.
Ford singled out Sou them
Oregon, Simon Fraser and Pacific
as the three strongest teams in
the field.
"It's going to be a tough
tournament," he promised. ''I'd
like to qualify 10 guys (for the
NAIA National Tournament at
Minot, N .D., March 3-8), but it'll
be tough."
Ford said his district team will
be strong, especially between 118
and 158 pounds. "We're stronger
in a tournament than in dual
meets.''
He added that his grapplers
want to prove that their 4-6 dual
meet record this season isn't
P~ease

see Wrestlers page 17

Larimer----------------Continued from page 14
-

has been doing just that. After 19
games, she was averaging 10.8
points an outing, hitting 46.4
percent of her field goals (16th
best in the district) and 66. 7
percent from the free throw line.
Larimer has also collected 60
assists, 40 rebounds and 31
steals.
"Toni is very capable
offensively, and she's a pretty
good defensive player," Frederick
attested. "The thing about Toni
is that she plays at both ends of
the floor. She's not flashy, but she
gets the job done."
Larimer got off to a slow start
this season because of some
missed practices due to a class
conflict. According to Frederick,
though, the senior guard has

improved in the weeks past.
"She's playing better all the
time,'' he said.
Basketball hasn't been the only
sport that Larimer has played at
Central. She earned three letters
on the Wildcat volleyball team
before deciding not to play this
season.
Larimer was also adept at both
sports at Ellensburg High,
lettering four times in basketball
and three in volleyball.
As a basketball player, Larimer
was named Most Valuable Player
and team captain during her
senior year. She was also a firstteam Mid-Valley League selection
that year. In volleyball, Larimer
was the team's MVP in her junior
~nd senior years, and served as
team captain in the latter.
When it came down to choosin~

9:,

STAFF POSITIONS IN ACA CAMPS
Camp Dudley
Flying Horseshoe Ranch
Camp Easter Seal ~Cff · Catholic Youth
·
Camp Sealth
Organization Camps

a college, Larimer decided to stay
home rather than attend Yakima
Valley Community College. "I
really didn't want to leave
Ellensburg," she said, "and I
wanted to play."
Larimer feels the Wildcats have
a good chance of reaching this
year's goal - the district playoffs.
She added, though, that Central
has been "up and down" the past
several games.
"We just have to be
consistent," she said. She noted
that if the 'Cats are playing well
at the end of the season, they
could be a force to be reckoned
with in the playoffs.
·'Every team in this league is
beatable," she added.
A · business education major,
Larimer said she hopes to get a
job teaching at the secondary

school level.
The week after graduation will
be a very special time for
Larimer. On June 21. she will
marry Dean Croshaw of
Ellensburg. Larimer said they
would like to settle down in the
Ellensburg-Yakima area, but
added that they would likely
move to wherever she finds a job.
At the present time, though, it's
first things first. ·Tm trying to get
through my classe_s , play
basketball and plan a wedding,"
she said.

CORRECTION
The swimming photograph at
the botto~ of page 12 in last
week's edition of The Observer
was erroneously identified as
Central senior Stan Vela.

·T ROPICAL FISH, EXOTIC
BIRDS, & PET SUPPLIES

On campus interviews on February 21st.
Sign-up at the Placement center.

-GOLDFISH190 ••ch or 7 for 11
Ellensburg Feed &Seed
1442 Cascade Way 925-1435
(Take 8th Street 2 miles west of CWU) f

C.W.U CHEER-

, TRYOUTS 8'5.;;97 _

MARCHSfh

_Upperovmr.. Nicholson·Pavlnon
I•

~

~

•.,~

•

•

spectators Welcome·
9 a.m. to s p.m.
-

TRYOUT ~NFOR~ATIONAL MEETING!
Wednesday February 26th, 5:30 p.m.

sue Kachess Room

BRINOA TAPE RECORDER FOR DANCE ROUTINE MUSIC
For further Information contact Kathy Courtney Ellingson at 963-1691
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.S wimmers head into final turn
By DAMON STEWART

WrestlersContinued from page 16

Staff Writer

Shooting for its fifth straight
NAIA District I championship,
Central's men's swim team heads
into the homestretch of the
1985-86 season. District
competition begins today at The
Evergreen State College.
Central's women are also
defending champions in the
meet, which is also known as the
Pacific Northwest Small-College
Championships. Schools from
District 2 also participate in the
meet.
The women will battle once
again with Pacific Lutheran
University, who they are
expected to tangle with at the

indicative of the team's strength.
"These guys want to show
they're a good wrestling team, he
said."
Three Wildcats have already
qualified for the trip to Minot:
Kris Morgan, Randy Talvi, and
John Sevigny. Each of them
compiled at least a .667 winning
percentage during the season,
which gives them an automatic
berth to nationals.
In addition to compiling a .667
winning percentage, a wrestler
can automatically qualifies for
nationals by capturing first in a
major tournament (one with
eight or more teams).

national meet in two weeks, and - l&ll@M0wlMmMtt0MM%1r?AWklW!!tI1i%1J'.::%itbC:!fili01:tm~lTII!mriNm:m:cnrn::FZlm#hfal:EllmFihti:I
DPIN UPS - Former Central wrestling
defending NAIA champs Simon
coach Eric Beardsley will be honored with
Fraser University.
an April 26 roast at Ellensburg' s Best
"I think our team and PLU's
Western (formerly the Holiday Inn).
are pretty even in talent and
Beardsley, who is retiring at the end of
size,'' Central head coach Bob
the school year. founded CWU's wrestling
Gregson said. "Simon Fraser is
program in 1959 and was the head coach
also very good, but they don't
for 25 years before retiring after the
have the numbers.''
1983-84 season. He led CWU to two
Central's men will get some
national team titles (1971 and '74). His
competitfon from PLU and
wrestlers won 14 individual national titles
Willamette, but the 'Cats are a
get people qualified.
like to use this meet as a final and 33 All-American certificates.
perennial · small-college
"Some of our distance tune-up for nationals," he said.
Only 300 tickets are available for the
powerhouse and should not be swimmers and breaststrokers
"It is important to us_that we
roast. Reservations may be made by
pressed hard for another title.
haven't qualified yet," Gregson win the district meet, though,''
sending a check for $15 to the CWU
"Willamette has a few good said. "But we are in better shape Gregson continued. ''But we .do
Athletic Department. For additional
swimmers," Gregson said. "But at this point than in past years."
keep nationals as our top information, contact the athletic
whether they have the depth
department at 963-1911.
Gregson is counting on his priority.''
(that Central has) .. .I don't think
teams having a good weekend of
so."
competition
at the district meet.
Gregson said his women's team
He says there is no real key
INTRAMURAL SPORTS PROGRAMS PRESENTS
is ready for the district and
swimmer
or
event
for
the
'Cats
national meets. ''We have most of
this weekend.
them qualified, but they need to
add a few more events and try to
The Central swi~ming mentor
improve some of their times.''
says if there is possibly a time for
Central's men are in a slightly
his 'Cats to start looking towards
different position, still needing to
the .national meet, now is it. "We

MINIATURE GOLF
TOURNEY

Loving common Christian Family
desires to adopt infant.
Responsible and educated parents.
Write intermediary.

Attorney

will contact.

Write: P .0. Box 5156
Spokane, WA 99205

Horseshoe Tavern .
Saturdays 3 p.m.
$2 per person
Double Elimination I
call pockets
1st 2nd 3rd ·
·
pay offs
'··,
106 W. 3rd
925-4044

f?•

----GOGREYHOUND
Ellensburg to Bellevue*
Issaquah, and Seattle

MARCH 4th·
6:00p.m.·10:00 p.m.
ENTRY FEE $5.00
(incrudes 2 free practice rounds and 36 hole tournament)

Held at
ELLENSBURG MINIATURE GOLF

405 N. Main St.

Leaves Ellensburg---------------

9:40 a.m.
4:~0
No Checks
Accepted

12: 15 p.m.
3: 10 p.m.
p.m.
l 0:55 p.m.

*

8th & Okanogan

For more information call 963-3512
Sign up at Intramural Sports NPAV I 08

excluding 1.0:55 p.m. bus

925-1 177

Last day to register Feb.27th
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YOU.LOSE MORE THAN YOU THINK
A local student was arrested and convicted for
possession of marijuana, a felony in the State of
Washington.
The judge gave him a suspended
sentence. Since the penalty seemed light, the y9ung
man turned to his lawyer and asked, "So what did I
really lose?''
The lawyer looked at him and replied, ''You have
lost the right to vote, run for office or own a gun.''
''You cannot get a job where you have to be bonded
or licensed. You cannot work for the city, county, state
or federal government."
''You can enlist in the military services, but you probably will not have your choice of service."
''You have lost the opportunity of being licensed in
the State of Washington as a doctor, osteopath,
physical therapist, engineer, architect, private detective, funeral director pharmacist, dentist, lawyer,
C.P.A., barber or stock broker."
(The revised code of Washington State, 69.50.201)

Note: Studies show that the abusive use of alcohol
often masks an existing drug addiction.
St. Madeline Sophie
Church, Bellevue, WA

LIBRARY HOURS
LIBRARY HOURS FOR WINTER QUARTER
ARE AS FOLLOWS:
Monday through Thursday

8 a.m. to 12 p.m.

Saturday

9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Sunday

1 p.m. to 10 p.m.

ASCWU BOD PRIMARY ELECTION

1986
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT RUNOFF
(please vote for one)

D Duane LaRue

D John M.

D Ellen E. Nolan

Rooney

*********
ASCWU Primary Elections will take place
Wednesday, February 26, 1986.
Candidates for Director at Large and Executive positions are as follows:
PRESIDENT
David W. Coon
Mark Johnson
EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
Duane LaRue
Ellen E. Nolan
John M. Rooney

FACILITIES PLANNING
Jeanine Godfrey

VICE PRESIDENT BUDGET/FINANCEMichael S. Ferguson

RESIDENT LIVING
John Bash

DIRECTOR AT LARGE CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
Scott Harnish
Karen Henniger
FACULTY SENATE REPRESENTATIVE
Lynel Schack
(a ballot)

(This is a paid advertisement)
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Director Phil Blair ironing out some
problems along with switcher Don
Ball and Ray Martin.

Reporter Terry Schliesman

-Around
----and--Joan Nelson and Ted Ulmer rehearse
their script as floor director Dave
Cornelison prepares the studio.

About

Around and About is a

weekly news program
featuring local news. It is
the joint effort of students in
two different classes in the
department of communication here at Central.
Each Thursday edited
video packages and scripted
material are brought to the
studio in Bouillon Hall for
the taping of the show. All
the material is reported and
produced
students.

by·

Central

Around and About airs

each Thursday evening at 6
p.m. and 6:30 p.m. on
KCWU channel 2.

The view of the studio from the control booth.

Photography and text by Greg Kirkpatrick
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Classifieds
TYPING/WORD PROCESSING-LOW
RATES--LICENSED
PROFESSIONAL. Mail-out,
Reports,
Term
Projects,
Resumes, Theses. Copy service
and spiral report binding service
too! SECRETARIAL SERVICES
Ltd. "The Sign of the Swan"©
962-6378.
$10-$360 Weekly/Up Mailing
Circulars! No quotas! Sincerely
interested rush self-addressed
envelope: Success, P.O. Box
4 70CEG, Woodstock, IL 60098.
We now have openings to install
your car stereo system. Lowest
prices in Ellensburg! Free
estimates, call for appointment.
962-2776 at DJ'S Installation
Service.
Professional Seamstress can fit
and sew anything. Call 962-9758.

ATTENTION
DRUMMERS:
Zildjian 16" thin crash cymbal $55. Call Dan at 962-1648.

+1

Apartments $125/month for
those interested in a Christian
community, two blocks from
campus sponsored by First
Lutheran Church, 512 N. Ruby.
Call 925-2844 for application.

PRSSA
DISTRICT
CONFERENCE
MARCH, 1st
Portland, Oregon

\) o\ 0'11ls\)c'111\) \) o\\
Forms available in
Communications
Department.
Deadline: Feb. 24

I

·-V·

+
Ellensburg
-F loral Shop
Fresh Flowers
Plants
and
Balloon
BOUQUets
313 N. Pearl
925-4149

+

+

+

Frederick and Nelson
Frangos
Stuffed Plush Animals
Balloon Bouquets
and

Special Gift Items
962-5828
421 ('.Nortlt Pearl

·Remainder
Book Sale
Crates of new Remainder Books (publishing
house close-out titles) have just arrived at The
University Store. Drop in, browse through
the selection while it's still fresh, and
receive an extra 20% off already
discounted prices-this week only.

All 1986 calendars in stock _
are half price.

Please Note:
We are sponsoring a free
demonstration-staffed by
~xperts-of Apple/
Macintosh, AT&T, and IBM
personal computers. Friday,
February 28 in the SUB Lair.
Look for more details in next
week's Observer.

